Results of the Collaborative Energy and Water Cycle Information Services (CEWIS) Workshop on Heterogeneous Dataset Analysis Preparation

Abstract
In the support of the NASA Energy and Water Cycle Study (NEWS), the Collaborative Energy and Water Cycle Information Services (CEWIS), sponsored by NEWS Program Manager Jared Entin, was initiated to develop an evolving set of community-based data and information services that would facilitate users to locate, access, and bring together multiple distributed heterogeneous energy and water cycle datasets. The CEWIS workshop, June 15-16, 2010, at NASA/GSFC, was the initial step of the process, starting with identifying and scoping the issues, as defined by the community.

Motivation
• Cross-dataset analysis is growing, requiring much effort for data preparation, by each researcher
• Difficulty in locating and using heterogeneous datasets together for global and regional energy and hydrology research
• Datasets need to contain uniform characteristics
• New technologies are available to mitigate data inter-comparison issues
• Facilitate cross-dataset data validation

Challenges in Performing Multi-Source Data Inter-comparisons
• Data are distributed, heterogeneous (data formats, structure), high volume
• Requires data specific software
• Requires homogeneous data analysis, management, visualization services
• Data sets are often unprepared for open availability and interoperability

Workshop Results
1. Participant responses to survey questions pertaining to interoperability of heterogeneous datasets.
2. Participant presentations that provide real multi-dataset research preparation experiences.
3. Participant developed multi-dataset preparation scenarios.
4. Discussion at the end of the meeting providing insights on where to go from here.

It is hoped...
that this presentation will encourage further discussions and collaborations on behalf of promising information technologies that would facilitate the preparation of heterogeneous datasets for science and applications research.

The Collaborative Effort Model

1. Survey Responses
   - What steps do you take to gather and prepare data so that you can perform multi-data set inter-comparisons?
   - Retrieving Data
     - Find relevant data with the desired data characteristics
     - Get samples of data; sort out data ‘quicks’; determine if data are readable/correct
     - Check units, timestamp, quality control flags
   - Understanding data characteristics (format, time period and resolution)
   - Assembling Data
     - Collect data from different instruments
     - Bring data sets to common grid (interpolate, collocate)
   - Analyzing Data
     - Acquire data read code
     - Perform data subsetting
     - Perform data inter-comparisons
     - Homogenize different data sets for objective comparisons

2. What dataset-related roadblocks do you encounter when bringing heterogeneous data sets together?
   - Data Access
     - Finding and gaining access to the data
     - Data sets tend to be organized on a project-specific basis
     - Lack of a “search engine” to quickly locate the data.
   - Data Characteristics
     - Learning how to read data correctly
     - Data volume & download interruption
     - Spatially and temporally subsetting data
   - Combining Datasets
     - Finding collocated data sets
     - Converting data of different formats
     - Properly converting data to common grid
     - Users are expected to have knowledge of multiple sensors
   - Dealing with different spatial/temporal resolutions, spanning periods, aspects of heterogeneous data sets, instrument field of view
   - Verifying Combined Data sets
     - Quantifying errors introduced during interpolation
     - Identifying natural signal from systematic errors
     - Time/space gridding mismatches across data sets
   - Data Documentation
     - Undocumented features in data
     - Inadequate quality control, error estimation, detailed documentation of data

3. Multi-Dataset Preparation Scenarios
   1. Processing a global land flux data set at NCES
   2. Bring NEWS data sets having disparate characteristics together
   3. Routine data assimilation (NLIDAS, GLDAS Drought Monitoring)
   4. Comprehensive, cross-discipline datasets for events or seasons
   5. Make point data representational of an area
   6. Assembly of data set from multiple instrument/satellite and variables
   7. Search capabilities using time and location and variable
   8. Include non-satellite data when relevant
   9. Creating match up data sets
   10. Provide analysis tools
   11. Providing data to non expert users (L3 / gridded data)

4. Participant Discussion
   - Note participants and discussion lead to the following workshop conclusions:

Suggested for short term efforts:
- Provide information on historical usage of data sets (i.e., provenance)
- Discriminate process vs. climatological data: non-gridded/non-averaged vs. gridded/averaged data
- OpenSearch results list is too long
- Define and implement data co-registration (e.g., pixel matching, common grid)
- Data centers should be registering data sets
- Emphasis was put on the need for usage guidelines, documentation, context-sensitive information
- Need for standards on data description, documentation, terminology
- Strong need to have data access latency for remote data as if on local disk
- Provide metrics on data usage

Longer term questions/concepts:
- How can data documentation be maintained and improved?
- Organize datasets in a way that addresses the NEWS community (engage the community)
- Hold a 2nd workshop, to address available community wide multi-dataset research tools and services, specifically focusing on addressing the scenarios, issues, and roadblocks discussed in this workshop.
- Report Workshop findings at a NEWS PI meeting
- Address data harmonization: QA, formats, resolution etc.
- Bring together community members who are already having success overcoming the problems we have discussed
- Have PIs provide prioritized lists of data sets needed for multi dataset studies.
- Enforce broader energy and water cycle community
- Further expand data access services
- Formulate a Community Advisory Committee to seek community consensus on desirable tools and CEWIS type functionality direction
- Establish a series of mutually beneficial data and service exchanges with pertinent projects (e.g., GEWEX, NEWS, CEP)

Workshop Results (http://news.cisc.gmu.edu/cewisworkshop.htm)